Diamonds

Format: 2 x 90’ mini-series
Budget: $15m
Cast: Judy Davis, James Purefoy, Sir Derek Jacobi, Joanne Kelly, and Lovisa Ross
Director: Andy Wilson (Spooks, Germenghast, Cracker)
Writer: David Viamala (The Other Prison, Curzibes)
Producer(s): Siena Films, Love Reigns, Buffalo Gal Pictures, Alchemy
Broadcaster(s): CBC (Canada), CANAL+ (France), Antenna 3 (Spain), ABC (USA)
Status: Immediate delivery

Logline: Following a trail of greed and obsession, this powerful mini-series traces the international web that brings us diamonds - the world's purest and most dazzling of gems. From the most fashionable avenues of London and Cape Town to the war-ravaged villages of Sierra Leone, DIAMONDS takes television viewers inside the glamorous - and sometimes dangerous and illegal - diamond industry.